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Students Select Seven
Beauties For '37 Taps
Misses Moore, Hunter, Coleman Vaughan, Fleming
And Mackey Honored

Taps Deadline
Is Set

LANE IS MEDIATOR

The dead lino for upperclassmen Taps space payments
has been set for December 15,
as was announced by the business manager last night. All
freshmen, sophomores, and
juniors who have not paid up
their quota by then will not
have a picture hi the year
book.
Cadets are requested to
kindly cooperate with tho
TAPS staff in order that the
engraver may know the exact
number of pictures that are
to be used before Christmas.

Seven lovely girls were selected last night to grace the beauty
section of the 1937 Taps as the
student poll conducted by the
annual closed.
Miss Zada Minis of Moncks
Corner has been named by Editor
Bill Folk as sponsor of the annual and will hold number- one
position in the book's beauty section.
The seven young ladies
selected in Monday's popular vote
are Miss Beverly Moore of Bennettsville, Miss Frances Coleman of Hyman, Miss Carolyn
Vaughan of Darlington, Miss Janice Fleming of Jacksonville,
Fla., Miss Carolyn White of Augusta, Ga., Miss Edna Hunter of
Laurens, and Miss Helen Mackey of Maynard, Mass.
Students Choose
Tossing out the usual procedure of having a prominent
artist select the beauties for the
annual, officials of this year's
book held a popular election
which permitted the students to
elect their own beauties. ; Over
150 pictures were submitted by
(Continued on page six)

Architect Society
Taps Four Cadets
Thigpen, Brackett, Chapman
and Carlisle tol Begin Informal Initiation

DEDICATION SERVICE
FEATURES SENATOR
BYRNES AS SPEAKE

Four units comprising Clemson's new dormitory were formally dedicated Saturday, November 14 with Senator James
F. Byrnes making the dedicatory
address. The junior senator spoke
to an audience numbering almost
2000 comprised of students, faculty, alumni, and friends who
gathered in the college chapel.
The day's exercises began at
9 as the cadet corps staged the
first dr.ess parade of the year in
honor of the senator. The real
ceremonies, featuring talks by.
Mr. J. C. Littlejohn, business
manager, President E. W. Sikes,
who introduced Senator Byrnes,
and T. I. Martin, Jr., W. K. Lewis, Jr., and J. F. Dunlap, students, were broadcast from the
chapel . autditorium over station
'WAIM, Anderson, immediately
following the parade.
Byrnes Initiated
After the talks the Senator
was formally initiated into the
Clemson chapter of Blue Key
National Honor Fraternity to
which he was pledged last spring.
Six student members of the local
group ■>« si e present iof the 'tapand Dr. Sikes and Mr.
LitUejohn, honorary members,
were also oil hand for the in(Continued on page two) '

Tiger Team
Is Defeated
In Kentucky
BERRY

Fred Wyse, sensational junior
tackle, who
lias distinguished
himself this year in Clemson's
gridiron encounters as one of the
most outstanding defensive tackles in the Southern Conference.

Abe Davidson To
Work in Greenville
Former Clemson
Student
Named Supervisor of
Federal Arts Project
Abraham Wolfe Davidson, former student at Clemson and sulptor of the Thomas G. Clemson
Statue which was cap* in the engineering building last spring, re
ceived the appointment to supervisorship of the Federal Arts
Porjject in Greenville last week.
Davidson, who came to Clemson in the fall of 1934 as a comparatively unknown special student taking graduate work in Architecture, is now a figure, of
national importance in the field
of art. He has in the short period of two years received the signal honors of having been appointed to design the new Unitecf
States 50-cent piece commemorating the sesquicenteniai of the
city of Columbia, of representing
South Carolina in the field of
sculpture at New York, and of
having served in many capacities
dealing, with the various phases
of art in the State of South Carolina.
He has also done numerous busts of prominent individuals in the state.
Early in May,. .Davidson was
married to Miss Catherine Harbin, formerly an English instructress at Greenville High School.
Mrs. -Davidson is a sister to S.
W. Harbin, a member of the
graduating class of '3 6.
Since his 'appointment, with
the co-operation of the Fine Arts
League, an organization for tne
promulgation of Art in South
Carolina, new headquarters have
been arranged for installation of
exhibits at 111 Main Street in
Greenville
where the Federal
Gallery under the management, of
Davidson will be housed.

Turkeys, Puritans, And Muskets
Will Feature Hop Decorations

| By Their Words J

NO. 9

Cats Edge Out Locals by 7-6
Score in Thrill-Packed
Game in Lexington

BLUE KEY TAPS BYRNES

CTRICITY COURSE
BEADED ERE

Joh/i■ C. Aull Is
Taken by Death

Shining Star

Thousands Witness Formal
Ceremonies;' Dress, Pa' rade Staged by Cadet Coros

At a meeting of Minarets, honorary architectural society, four
cadets were tapped for outstanding work in their coures in architecture. The cadets are: J. A.
j Thigpen, a junior; and W. E.
I Brackett, A. H Chapman, and
L, E. Carlisle, sophomores.
The initiates will carry the
key of the society for a period
of two weeks, following which
they will be formally inducted
into ' the group.
Saturday, November 14, the
Calhoun Literary Society To society, accompanied by their
Give Scene From Middates, and chaperoned by Prof,
and Mrs. S^'id i Little, went on a
summer's Night Dream
hayride to Highlands, North CarIn one of the first attempts in olina. The group visited the falls Studies in Electric Circuits
recent years to revive an interest and scenes of particular interest,
and Electrc|nics to Be- .
in dramatic productions and am- and beauty which surround the
come Part of Curricateur theatricals, members of the vicinity,: following which they
Calhoun Literary Society are pre- had a| specially .prepared supper
ulum
senting as a feature of their next at the hotel/ Before leaving for
home,
they/visited
Bill
Lippincott
program a scene from one of
A study of Electric Circuits
in Highlands.
Shakespeare's masterpieces.
and a course in Electronics will
The scene is the play given
feature the changes in the Elecby Hie workmen in'the Fifth Act
trical Engineering Department's
of A Midsummer Night's Dream
curriculum for next year.
and is entitled The Tragical ComElectric Circuits will be a secedy of Pyramus and Thisbe. The
ond semester course for sophocast is as follows: Prologue, R.
mores. This course, has been a
G. Forsythe; Pyramus, C. F. IVIidlong needed addition -to the deNews
was
received
here
early
dleton; Thisbe, W. L. Nelms; The
partment1, and is expected to
Wall, O. H. Folk; the Monshine, last week of the sudden death provide the sophomores with a
4
W. H. Cannon; and the '-^g^r, of/john C. Aull, prominent far- much sounder prparation than
M. H. Cranford. , The play .s nip-banker of Newberry county,
being planned, directed, \ costum- arid father of two Clemson pro- has heretofore been obtainable.
Senior Course
ed, and supervised by sttident fessors and Cadet C. M. Aull,
Because of the extensive use
members of the society.
popular member of the sophoof vacuum tubes in all fields of
Previous Meeting
more class.
Mr. Aull's death
Variety and humor were the came as a sudden shock to the present-day electricity, Electronoutstanding
features
of last Corps of Cadet^ and members of ics has become one of the most
important subjects studied by the
week's meeting.
A humorous the faculty at Clemson.
electrical engineer.
A compredebate, Resolved that the Ceiling
His death on Tuesday, Novemis 'More Important than tne ber 10, followed an illness of hensice course in Electrictronics
Floor, was wbn by the affirma- teeveral months. He is a native is to be installed as a required
tive composed of R. G. Aven^t, bf Newberry county and a grad- course for Seniors in this departand R. S. Airial. The members uate of Newberry College. Since ment.
of I he negative side were T. F. [his graduation from Newberry
Grant and R. H. Sanders. Other (he has distinguished himself in
participants on the program were ■the state as an outstanding bankM. E. Harris and J. D. Herriot
who
contributed
interesting er and farmer, of Newberry countalks; M. E. Wright, who gave
a reading; and M. H. Cranford,
Bandmaster Jim Fettis will
who presented a resume of cur- SIX ARCHITECTS VISIT
rent events.
TAMASSEE HI SCHOOL present his melodies next Wednesday and Thursday nights from
Several seniors in the School an orchestra pit appropriately
ot Architecture ■ spent Wednes- decorated in accord with the
day, November 18, as guests of festive Thanksgiving spirit. Miss
tile
High School of Tamassee, Jean Hammell will thrill the
If I told you that, you'd rear
dancers with her vocal numbers
South Carolina.
back on your haunches and say,
V. M. Shell, T. P. McCully, P. while a colony of Puritan beth"Hell, Major, you can't do that!" Catrlson, T. Stanley, W. A. Speer,
ren gaze upon this blond siren
—Walthour.
and A. Chapman went to Tamas- With amazement from their stasee bn invitation of the principal
I've probably thrown away of Thmasee High School to sketch tions about the orchestra and
from their locations among the
more money on tobacco than the | school buildings and Rlan decorations given them by CDA
some of you men will earn in a some proposed improvements in
architects and carpenters.
lifetime.
the present buildings and a numTurkeys Galore
—Daniel.
ber o,f new buildings.
The fowl of the season will

SHAKESPEAREAN PLAY
OFFEBEDBY SOCIETY

CIRCULATION 2500

be frequently used and will strut
its stuff amid the .Autumn Ball
revelers, while the Mayflower
fathers have been caught in all
sizes, shapes, "and poses, and
with their blunderbusses shouldered are preparing to guard against any mishaps that may be-.
fall any of the overjoying customers,.
The crew of decorators under
the supervision of Otis Morgan
and Tom Stanley have depicted
in silhouette the first Thanksgiving which will stand out as
an imposing feature at the far
(Continued on page two)

STARS

Last Saturday, at Louisville, a
frenzied crowd of football enthusiasts witnessed what was
probatily the most breath-taking
game ever played on Stoll Field,
as the Wildcats of the University
of Kentucky eked out a 7 to 6
victory over the Clemson Tigers.
Both touchdowns came as the
result of almost field-length drives.
Davis of Kentucky, intercepted a pass on his own two
yard line, and returned it to his
46.
From that point, Johnson
and Davis quite handily promoted
the Kentucky touchdown. Later
in the game, after holding the
Wildcats for four downs on her
own 4 yard line, Clemson- began
one of the greatest marches she
has shown in several years.
The march started with an off
tackle slice by Bailey, then a pass
to Folger, which placed the hall
on Clemson's 20.
The Tigers
were an inspired team, 'every
(Continued on page five)

NIAN WINS IN
SG A COMPETITIONS
Citadel Shako and Winthrop
Paper Carry Fields at
SCCPA Meet
The Johnsonian, weekly published by Winthrop College, was
awarded first place in newspaper
excellence at ^tlie final banque.
of the 1936 South Carolina Press
Association Convention held at
'Charleston November 13-14. The
Shako, magazine published by
The Citadel was awarded first
place among the various literary
magazines.
Second place for newspapers
went to the Furman Hornet, and
third to the Erskine Mirror. The
magazine judged second was the
Winthrop Journal and the Lander Erothesian drew third.
Other prizes for individual
contributions in editorials, features, essays, one-act plays, etc.,
were, presented to the respective
writers, and the Grand Prize for
total point garnered in this phase
of the annual contest by any one
publication was won by the Citadel Shako.
„
A dance given at The Citadel
immediately following the bancontinued 6n page six)

LOCAL PROFS ATTEND
ECONOMICS MEETING
Several -members of the Economics department attended the
annual joint meeting of the Southern Economic Association and
the Southern Political • Science
Asosciation held. in Atlanta, Ga.,
Nov. 6 and 7. Those attending
included Professor G. H. Aull,
B. O. Williams, G. R. Sherrill,
J. E. Ward and also W. S. Crawford, assistant supervisor of rural research.
These two groups of representatives from southern institutions
of higher learning discussed the
various problems which are confronting the South at the present time, as well as other matters of a professional interest.
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PHYSIOLOGIST SPENDS Four Outstanding Agricultural
Soccer Schedule THANKSGIVING DANGE
Students Tapped By Alpha Zeta November 16: Riverside here
GOLD NIGHTJN STUDY
WILL BEMY EVENT
November 20: High. Point
Cambridge Prof. Describes Law, Richardson, Smith, and
i i—College there
(Continued from page one) \
I November 21: Duke there
The
Music
Goes
Frigid Night Spent in
Leitner are to be Initiated
November 27: Riverside there
Queer Experiment
Into Honor Frat
end of the fleldhouse floor.
December 4: Davidson here
Round
The dancers will enter tue nail
December 11: Ashevdle here
New Haven, Conn.— (ACP) —
Furman and Wofford wl^I
Sir Joseph Bancroft, Cambridge
At a recent meeting of the
The records are in again, and
probably be played before tne
University physiologist, wanted local chapter of Alpha Zeta, na- it's our very pleasant duty to
Christmas holidays.
some idea of how it would feel to tional honorary scholastic fra- review for you this week as fine
freeze'to death, so he basked in ternity for students in agricul- a crop as Victor has produced for Veloz and Yolonda, the danthe cold.
ture, four outstanding students IELLGIY*
cers, and he out-ripples Shep.
Describing his frigid adventure wer pledged to the fraternity.
Victor 36190: Red Hot and With much the same technique
to Yale University students, Sir Following the two weeks' infor- Blue—Victor Chorus and Orches- he makes lovely listening and
Joseph explained that nature dic- mal initiation period the formal tra. This is a ten-inch recording superb dancing out of these two
tates the body should remain ap- initiation was observed last Tues- in two parts of all the music numbers. We especially go for
proximately constant at 98.4° F., day night at which time the four from Cole Porter's new show, in- his arrangement of Under the
and much change caused by long men were declared members of cluding such hits as "It'sDelov- Spell.
exposure to cold has ill effects. the honorary society.
Rluebird 6637: To Mary with
ely". Good music, clever words,
"In each of the two experiThe men pledged to the frater- and well done by the Victor Love and Through the Courtesy
ments which I performed there nity include: W. P. Law, who is songsters. This is a colletcion of Love—Temp King. This King
was a moment when my whole majoring in Agricultural Engi- piece for people who go in for fellow, a new swing sensation
mental outlook altered," Sir Jo- neering; D. Richardson, majoring sophistication.
does his own vocals in a sort of
seph said. , "As I lay naked in in Animal Husbandry; E. H.
Victor 23448: Now and Little Fats Waller manner and features
the cold room I was shivering Smith, Entomology major; and Old Lady—Ray Noble.... In case a lady named Queenie Ada Rubin
and my legs were flexed in a W. A. Leitner who is majoring you, like us, have been wonder- at the piano, who also follows
sort of effort to huddle up, and in Dairy Husbandry.
ing what's become of England's Fats in her ivory thumping. They
I was very conscious of the cold.
pride, he's back with a new style are hot and they are fast, but
Officers Are Named
"Then a moment came when I
The officers for the honor so- which is faintly reminiscent of ifine if you go for that sort of
stretched out my legs; the sense
Temp also has another
Shep Fields. He's as smooth as thing.
of coldness passed away, and it ciety elected at the close of last ever, however, and these two Bluebird disc, 6643, out this
was succeeded by a beautiful year include J. W. Jones, chanceweek of Swinging the Jinx and
feeling of warmth; the word lor; E. B. Baskin, censor; E. H. numbers are tops in slow swing. I Was Saying to the Moon, which
*haskr most fitly describes my Floyd, scribe; J. R. Hendricks, Al Bowily still does a nice Job is a white-hot rendition of a
condition.
I was basking in chronicler; and F., H. Lewis, with the vocals.
Victor 25445: Biffin' At The couple of new tunes.
Numerous activities
the cold. What had taken place, treasurer.
Ritz
and Alexander's Rag-time
I suppose was that my central to be carried out during the year
Advertisement in the Minnenervous system had given up the were discussed at the meeting, Rand—Benny Goodman. A new sota Daily: "Wanted.
A tog,
fight, that the vascoconstriction and plans for taking in other tune, slated to replace Stompin' crazy, male University student
had passed from my skin, and members later on in the year At the Savoy, and an old one With small appetite—will work
geared up done by the top band
that blood returning thither gave were drawn up.
of the moment. The Riffin' num- way around the world or somethat sensation of warmth which
i
ber has a neat beat guaranteed thing."
one experiences when one goes
1
to get the hop-and-skip dancei%,
out of a cold storage room into
although it's not as good as old
the ordinary room."
Savoy.
Benny has tuned up
Sir Toseph declared that "naAlexander until you'll hardly
ture apparently fought the cold
recognize it,, but it's good. Both
up to the point when he expersides of the platter feature the
ienced fhe "beautiful feeling of
Goodman
clarinet and
Gene
(Continued from page one)
warmth", ~and then it gave in.
Grupa's drums, than which there
KB also described his change in
are no better.
duction.
mental attitude:
Immediately following this the
Victor 25447: Close to Me and
"The natural apprehension lest
some person alien to the experi- group adjourned to the court of A High Hat, A Piccolo, and A
Beautir
ment should enter the room and the new structures where the Cane—Tommy Dorsey.
find me quite unclad disappeared four companies rooming there ful slip-horn work by old massa
—just as flevaion was changed were in formation. The student Dorsey in a new swing tune and
to extension in the muscles; so body was assembled around th§ a siow and lovely waltz. The
the natural modesty was changed area and saw Colonel C. W. whole band comes in for praise,
to— well, I just don't know Weeks, commandant, present the with a particular bow to the vocompany commanders to Dr. calists and the tromboning of
what."
iSikes.
The president then isVictor 25449: Under the Spell
Engineers at Lehigh university sued orders to each to move out.
recently used a home-made cen- After the batallion was dismis- and I Was Sayting to the Moon
This Hamtrifugal pump controlled .by a sed the buildings were thrown —George Hamilton.
pTroto-electri'C cell, to' automatic- open to visitors for inspection ilton is a new maestro who reuntil dinner time.
placed Shep Fields as conductor
ally draw cider from "the cask.

through an end gate and will
pass under a typical Indian tepee
as they emerge onto the floor.
The orchestra pit" has been given a fresh coat of paint and the
general condition of the other
fixtures have been improved.
pressive.
The huge chandelier in the
center of the floor has been made
into a true lantern of the seventeenth century, and the smaller
ceiling lights will be decorated
with corn stalks in a novel way.
These corn stalks, along with
autumn leaves, will furnish the
major portion of the background.
GMs Galore
The dance list has alreadybeen completely filled approximately 200 girls being signed up
at present. Another dance list
has been posted for the convenience of boys making engagements at the last minute.
The Central Dance Association is expecting this to be the
best dance so far this year and
with the football crowd present
on the campus, this set of dances should see a capacity crowd.
Tickets will be sold the first
of next week; cadet block is $3
and outsiders $3.50.

PROGRAM SATURDAY
FEATURES SENATOR

NOW TAKE THIS WELL, SON, A <^
BRIAR OF MINE.
PIPE DESERVE-^
IT'S ALREADV
GOOD TOBACCO, i
SMELLING LIKE A MEAN PRINCE
RELIC. JUST WONT S ALBERT
SET
MELLOW,

XI

ITS SWELL, JUDGE.
ANOTHER THING, RA
ISVCRIMP CUT'SO
THE OLD PIPE SMOKES
IT WILL CAKE NICE
SWEETER ALREADY
AND EVEN AND SMOKE
COOL. AND THE "BITE'
IS TAKEN

T

Conr., 1986, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company

HEREIS WHY THERE'S NO OTHER TOBACCO LIKE PRINCE ALBERT: P.A.IS CHOICE
MELLOW TOBACCO-"CRIMP CUfFOR COOLNESS—WITH THE^TE" REMOVED BY
SPECIAL PROCESS; IT'S THE LARGEST-SELLING TOBACCO
IN THE WORLD. AND SWELL FOR "MAKIN'S"CIGARETTES.
PRINCE ALBERT MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE:
Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of Prince Albert, If you don't find it the mellowest, tastiest pipe tobacco you ever smoked, return the pocket tin with the
rest of the tobacco in it to us at any time within a month from this date, and
we will refund full purchase price, plus postage.

CRlNtW.

50

pipefuls of fragrant tobacco in
every 2-ounce tin
of Prince Albert

•
l^^t

(Signed) R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO
TOBAC
COMPANY
t-Salem, North Carolina
A
Winston-Salem

PRINCE ALBERT
\

BEHIND the scenes, in many a capture by
G-men, will be found the service provided
by T-men—telephone, men (and women, too) of
the Bell System.
Law enforcement officers make frequent use of
both local and long distance telephone service. They
depend on the Teletypewriter, for quick and accurate transmission pf written messages. They
tighten their nets with/ the aid of yet another Bell
System development, police car radio.
And so the telephone, with
products and serviced growWhy not report "All's
well" to the folks at
ing out of it, helps to make
home? For low_est
your life happier, broader
rates to most points,
and more secure.
call by' number after.
7 P. AA. any day orv
anytime Sundays.

THE NATIONAL
JOY SMOKE

HELL TELEPHONE SYSXEM:

THREE
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CALHOUN IS GUEST OF Honor Frat To Complete Work
Seating Facilities COLUMBIA U FORMS
On Directory By Xmas Holidays
Announced
FRESHMANY COUNCIL
ANTI-RADICAL CLIQUE
SOIL EROSION EXPERT
STUDIES ON CAMPUS

Dean of Chemistry School Staff is Assisted by NYA
Students;
Honorary
Addresses YMCA Group
Members Included
At Recent Meeting
Monday night the Freshman
Y Council was addressed by Dr.
F. H. H. Colhoun, Dean, School
of Chemistry and Geology.
(Dr. Calhoun spoke on the ever
interesting subject, "Evolution".
(Many Clemson students have had
the pleasure of hearing Dr. Calhoun deliver this interesting talk.
After the talk there was an open
discussion among the boys on
this topic.
The council meetings, held in
the Y Club Room every Monday
night, are made more interesting
by having cadets and outsIcTe
speakers conduct the program alternately. The invited speakers
consist of men connected with
various YMCA organizations,
members of the faculty, and outstanding members of the cadet
corps.
The Freshman Council is well
organized under the leadership
of Mr. G. H. Aull, Professor of
Agricultural Economics and member of the local YMCA advisory
hoard,

L. M. Bauknight, '34, graduate
in Agricultural Economics, who
is now employed in1 the Soil Conservation Service with the division of erosion control practices,
was here recently to' secure
data on Soil erosion for Dr. T.
S. Buie, regional director of the
Soil Conservation Service.

Work on the third volume of
the Blue Key Directory is rapidly drawing to a close, and the
book will be finished before the
Christmas holidays, W. M. Rodgers, editor of the publication,
announced recently.
This year's edition will incorporate several features not included in issues for the past two
ears.
Among the outstanding
features are two which are of
particular interest.
Information
concerning every alumni member
of the club Blue Key and every
honorary member of the organization will also be included in
the pages of this helpful publication. Also, each club and fraternity in the school will be listed and their respective officers
named.
To facilitate the handling of
routine work and increase the
speed of publication, three freshmen, M. L. Bridges, V. L. Price,
and L. R. Arrington have been
assisting in the compiling of
data and the typing. Under the

guidance of Editor Rodgers and
Business Manager Ashmore, the
Directory Staff is planning to
produce the best and most helpful directory yet published on the
campus.
Each year every member of
the cadet corps is given a copy
of the directory, which contains
the name, class, extra-curricular
activities, rank, room number,
and address of each member of
the student foody as well as information concerning the faculty.
To make this data more accurate
and comprehensive, all day students and special students are
requested to turn in their information cards to room 133 as
soon as possible.

After a meeting of Clemson and Furman representatitives the first of the week,
seating arrangements were
made for the student bodies
of both schools behind the
goal posts at either end of
Riggs Field.
The Furman student body
will enter the gate immediately behind the YMCA at
the east end of the stadium;
Clemson students will enter
their regular gate and with
the exception of those boys
with dates, will sit at the
west end of the field.

LOCAL VESPERS HELD
BY CAROLINA Y GROUP
The University of South Carolina YMCA Deputation Team led
two vesper programs at the Y,
Sunday evening and night. A
large number represented . the
school and the programs were interesting and instructive. Reels
were run after the program.
The Carolina delegation* also
rendered programs at Central,
Pendleton, and Clemson high
schools on Monday.

Columbia Blue Shirts Against
Officials Readmitting Radical Student Leader
SATIRE TO BE USED
New York, N. Y.—(AGP)—
To
combat radical elements
which are "misrepresenting student opinion to the American
people", students of Columbia
University have formed a new
campus organization known as
the Columbia Blue Shirts.
The first move of the group
was to take a vote of confidence
for Nicholas Murray Butler, president of the university, and
Dean" Herbert E. Hawks, for their
decision to refuse readmission to
Robert Burke, athlete and president-elect of the class of '38.
Shipped
Burke took part in the demonstration in front of Dr. Butler's home last May in protest
of Columbia's sending a delegate
to the anniversary celebration of
Heidelberg University in Germany. He was, as a result, advised not to apply for readmission to the university this fall.

^wjD&ejimif J*£e.. .<£*#& Comdc*
Lee Gehlbach says: "Smoking Camels keeps
my digestion tuned up and running smooth"
CAMELS set me right!" Gehlbach says."Youknow,
chance is only 10% of my business. Keeping alert
and in fine condition is the other 90%. I smoke Camels
with my meals, and afterward, for digestion's sake.
And when I say Camels don't get on my nerves, it
means a lot."
Good digestion and healthy nerves are important
for everyone in this wide-awake era. Camels at mealtime and after speed up the flow of digestive fluids
—increase alkalinity—help bring a sense of wellbeing. So make Camel your cigarette— for digestion's
sake—for their refreshing "lift." Camels set you
right! And they do not get on your nerves.
Copyright. 1936. R. J. Reroolda Tobacco Company. Wtaston-SaUm, N. O.
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THE TEST DIVE!
Straight down from 4 miles up —motor
soaring—struts screaming—Gehlbach tears
earthward like a bullet flashing from a revolver. At the bottom of the 2-mile drive
—a sharp pull-out wrenches plane and
pilot to the limit. Such tests make planes
safer. Anything can happen. A bump in the
air—a tiny flaw, and the plane can fly
to pieces as though dynamited while the
pilot takes to his parachute. But, as you
can see at the right, Lee Gehlbach eats
heartily and enjoys his food. Note the Camel
cigarette in his hand — one of the many
Camels that Lee enjoys during and after
meals. In his own words (above), he gives
you the reason why Camels are his cigarette.

Camel Cigarettes bring you a
FULL HOUR'S ENTERTAINMENT! . . . Benny Goodman's
"Swing" Band... George Stoll's
Concert Orchestra . . . Hollywood Guest Stars...and Rupert
Hughes presides! Tuesday—9:30
pm E.S.T., 8:30 pm C.S.T., 7:30
pm M.S.T., 6:30 pm P.S.T., over
WABC-Columbia Network.
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PREPARE YOURSELF
IN SPEAKING on the dedication program of Clemson's new $400,000 barracks
last Saturday, Senator James F. Byrnes expressed as his main concern the preparation of students to tackle the problems
Founded by the class of 1907 and published weekly, durlnc the
college session, by the corps of cadets of Clemson A&M Collece.
which will come before them after gradEntered as Second Class matter at the Post Office, Clemson, S. C.
uation and in the years to come. Said the
junior senator from South Carolina, "to
you young men will come the gigantic task
EXECUTIVE
H. 8. ASHMORK
Editor-in-Chief
of leading your state, and nati/v~ +o a new
BEN T. LANHAM
Associate Editor
WALTER K. LEWIS, JR.
Managing Editor
economic life."
Associate Managing Editor
HENRY T. MALONE
Yes, we have a big job. But the adR. SMS CAMPBELL _
Business Manager
B.D.CAIN, JR.
Circulation Manager
vantages of today are so much greater than
those meager ones of a hundred years or
REPORTORIAL
J. C. Wilkinson. News Editor
more ago and outweigh them so completeW. R. Chores, Sports Editor
ly that we should consider ourselves quite
0. F. Morgan, Assist. Sports Editor
B. N. Skardon, Exchange Editor
fortunate. Just stop to think of the many
Staff Reporters: E. Baker, J. H. Llghtsey, J. C. Roth,
J. K. Smith, S. E. Campbell
hardships, trials and tribulations which
our predecessors endured and you will
CARTOONIST
V. M. SheU
probably understand why so many of the
more prominent men left their property
BUSINESS
and money to go toward the founding of
C. 0. Browning, T. J. Wllkes, Associate Business
Managers. W. H. Frailer, J. W. Owens,
many of our present universities and colFreshman Assistants
leges.
CIRCULATION
This is true of our benefactor, Thomas
N. M. Jackson, Associate Circulation Manager.
J. C. Clyburn, M. M. Motes, T. H. Cox, Jr.. H. L.
G.
Clemson.
He saw the need for a school
Lawhon, O. C. Paulsen, Assistant Circulation Managers. Martin Crook, H. N. McOee, L. T. Garlck,
of
learning
in
South Carolina and since
L. M. Yelton, F. L. Rawl W. T. Cain, Freshman Assistants.
the founding of Clemson in 1893 the requests set forth in his will have been
closely
complied with, Mr. Clemson wantfF""
THEIR ERROR
ed
a
combination
of "physical with intelJOE BERRY, captain and quarterlectual
education"
and
that is exactly what
back of the Tigers, has come in for quite
the
powers
to
be
are
trying
to give us;
a bit of criticism for the play he called
Therefore, in order to further the best
in the last few seconds of the Kentucky
game last weekend. With the ball in Ken- interests of Clemson College, the dream of
tucky territory and in a position for a pos- its founder, and with our only aim centersible field goal, Berry called for a punt ing around a bigger and better Clemson
in the last thirty seconds of the game, a let us heed Cenator Brynes' challenge,
—-W.K.L.
time when a desperate final spurt for a "prepare yourself."
HANDIES
OR
WAR
score was indicated if ever one was. The
NUMBERLESS AMERICANS, as a refault, however, was not Berry's. He asked
the referee the time left in the game and sult of daily news flashes of petty squabwas told three minutes, making a punt bles, unstable diplomatic relations, and
brutal civil strife among nations across the
the logical play.
Atlantic,
feel that the danger of the United
This is no attempt to alibi or make
States
becoming
needlessly involved in anexcuses for Clemson's losing the game.
other
European
War
is imminent. To alThe football team needs no apologies or
leviate
this
fear,
we
wish
to point out the
alibis; they played a fine game for sixty
minutes. It is probable that the 7-6 score fact that the American public's safety valve
would have ^remained the same, that an at- or outlet for pent-up emotions is far differtempted field goal or long pass would have ent from that of the European populace—
failed. But the failure of the official to a populace bred in an atmosphere condutell the quarterback the correct time was cive to distrust racial hatred and habitual
uneasiness.
unfair.
The safety valve for-the emotions of
Under the existing rules no provision
the
average
American is not found in unis made for the mistakes made by officials,
ruly
mob
demonstrations
or useless civil
and they, being human beings, are bound
war;
it
is
expressed
in
the
participation in
to make mistakes. Several times this seathe somewhat foolish but engaging pastson errors of officials have cost football
times such as the recent "knock-knock"
teams games. But they weren't discovered, craze, "handies", and Monopoly games.
until the game was over and then nothing Our mass hysteria is not expressed in mob
could be done about it. In many instances violence and rioting but in mass participanewspaper action photographs prove er- tion in Song Sweepstakes and football
rors in judgment that passed unnoticed on score prediction contests.
the field.
In view of this evidence, it is our firm
Perhaps a change in the rules could belief that a nation whose citizens have a
be made to cover situations like that of the : sense of humor which enables them to forKentucky game Saturday Perhaps a speed get their financial troubles by dabbling
camera system like that used at big race wildly with the paper money in a simple
tracks to check the winners could be insti- game, to forget their problems by picking
tuted at ball games, as has been suggested. football winners instead of leaders in the
We don't know the answer, but some international armament race is not a nation^
which is likely to become unduly alarmed
change should certainly be made.
or panic stricken and be drawn unnecessaGRATITUDE
Officials of the 1936 South Carolina rily into another war of the nations.
—J. C. W.
College Press Association deserve the highest commendation for the fine convention
which they sponsored last week in Charlesto. With the Citadel and the College
of Charleston playing joint hosts the AsBy B. N. Skardon
i
sociation managed to gather together some
forty delegates from practically every colAt the University of Florida, dramatics hold the
lege in the state, entertain them well, and campus spotlight as the Florida Players swept to new
triumphs with their production of "Journey's End"
even, possibly teach them something.
and found it necessary to add a hold-over performance
The business meeting of the conven- after
playing to overflowing audiences.
tion concerned itself with many things, but
Written by R. G. Sherriff, the play depicts actual
a prime object of discussion was the tak-' war experiences, with all the bitterness and pathos iming of some action by which the editors of ' aginable.
-COLLEGIATE PHESSthe college publications of the state should
Something strange has happened at Amherst Colobtain some degree of recognition off their lege, alma mater of the late Calvin Coolidge. THE
own campuses. And a worthy object it is. STUDENT, undergraduate paper, recently came out
support of President Roosevelt's relection for this
There is no more hard-working a group of in
reason: "it found Governor Landon a colorless and uncollege students, nor a more sadly under- convincing candidate." Henry Stuart Hughes, grandson
of Chief Justice Charles Evans Hughes, the G. O. P.'s
paid one than the college editors.
is editor-in-chief.
Well, whether they obtain any recog- 1916 presidential nominee,
-COLLEGIATE PRESSnition or not, the state's college editors got
Coeds at Duke University may don their own vatogether and compared notes and had a rious colored and styled bathing attire in place of the
fine party, thanks to the Citadel and the drab gray suits generally in use when they bring their
College of Charleston. And if that is all dates to the pool in the Women's gym every Wednesfrom 7:30 to 9:00, according to the Women's
the reward some of them get for their" night
College physical educational authorities. This new privyear's service, they aren't so badly cheated ilege of mixed swimming, began last spring, is proving
a popular plan.
after all.
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Talk Of The Town
CORRESPONDENCE
Still breathing hard from the
South Carolina College Press Association meet in Charleston last
weekend, which, by the way, was
swell, we have decided to retire
to a neutral corner and let you
people write the column this
week. A couple of the best letters we have received this year
follow.
-TALK OF THB TOWK-

GRAMMAR
Sir:
Naturally I was pleased to find
myself quoted in the October 15
issue of your excellent weekly,
hut because I am a member of
the English faculty, I am more
upset than pleased to find myself
in print as the author of such
unsteady grammar as your paper
attributes to me.
The quotation, you may recall,
was:
"If I weren't a gentleman, and
if you weren't gentlemen, and if
this wasn't Clemson College, I
would say, 'Damn it, gentlemen,
damn it; we've got to get rid of
this (the comma splice)'."
The first and second "if" clauses quite properly have their Terbs
in the subjunctive, were (see
Century Collegiate Handbook,
"Rat Poison", sec. 55d), but in
the third clause, your special
reporter has misquoted me. I
said " . . . .if this weren't Clemson College. . . ". He and your
paper have made it appear that
I shifted either to the indicative
mode or that I changed from the
present subjunctive tense to the
past subjunctive (see Rat Poison,
sec. 34) and generally violated
the parallel'structure of the sentence (Ibid., sec. 30).
Now I am an ardent supporter
of the Society for the Abolition
of the French Imperfect Subjunctive, but I fervently believe in all
the English.. subjunctive tens&s;
and it is with real embarassment
that I see my name in your columns as the perpetrator of sucTi
mayhem upon our already muchabused and much ignored subjunctive.
Therefore, in order that my
reputation as a teacher of English be not so soon blasted, and
in order that the grammar of the
Clemson English faculty be vindicated, I earnestly request that
you print this letter in your next
issue.
Sincerely,
Nathaniel H. Henry.
TALK OF THE TOWN

—that the only reason they let
Rat Bozard, that tiny little people, in the army is to prove to
somebody that we do have some
infantry here.
-OSCAH

«AT»-

that yard engine' No. 3, sidetracked in Converse, was home
last weekend and that she and
Vernon, the great, Shell discovered the only spot on the campus
that the civils haven't surveyed
yet.
OSCAR «AY«

—that Jack Windell and Harry
Cannon, who is always along,
will be happy to learn that Keowee is still there even after our
dear faculty whitewashed the
countryside.
3SOAS SAT9-

—that Bland, who is still here
by the way, says that if Oscar
thinks the fish she hooked for
Thanksgiving is something, he
should see the one that just got
away.
,
OSCAR SAYS

—that when he saw the ladies at
the Central Fair doing their
tricks he never dreamed he
would run into them again in
the display of TAPS beauties.
(Number on request).
OSCAR SAYS

—that the call of the wild reached Vic Bethea again last week
and he took off for Spartanburg
to carry on where he had left
off, only to find that a few
changes had been made.
—

OSCAR SAYS

■

—that Oscar wishes to announce
that evening watch meeting in
120 this week as Bobo Baxter
and Poor Little Rich Boy Little
have been called away on another tangent in the direction of
Gaffney.
OSCAR BATS

—that he regrets that the muddy
Seneca can't talk so he could find
out how Thigpen and Finklea
managed to do all of that in one
night.
——OSCAR SAYS

—that the lucky one carrying
Sister Baker to the Thanksgiving brawls is pleased to announce
that she doesn't have a late date
yet and is open for offers.
OSCAR

SATS

—that he doesn't see why Buckner doesn't give up—it looks
like Knock-Knock has brigade
commander sewed up for next
semester also.

ANTI-TRUST
Sir:
I am a student who recently
wrote you about the theatre sitOSCAR SAYS
uation.
In case I am the student to —that there were fifteen people
whom you referred in your col- and F. Griggs on hand for the
umn "Talk of the Town", Nov. reveille parade we pulled for bar12, 1936', I am writing you to de- racks opening.
OSCAR SATS
fend myself against the careless
treatment accorded me. Other- —that Bill Cheatham can't sleep
wise I wish that you ignore the at night anymore because roomfollowing:
mate Riley talks about Jean all
You (whom this may concern)
night fn his sleep and Riley can't
read my letter, and then put it sleep in the atemoon's anymore
aside in such a place that it was for worrying about what Cheatsubsequently lost.
Then, after ham heard the night before.
forgetting the heart of the letter,
-OSCAR SAYSyou wrote up the column and al- —that they are still planning to
luded to the letter blindly. Acthat Autumn ball and that
cording to you, I want "to know have
he sincerely hopes no one gets
if there is an anti-trust law, and hurt.
if there is, why doesn't someone
—OSCAR SAYSenforce it and sto^p all this shouting so he can get some sleep." —that our good Lord has finally
Finally, you patronizingly ex- consented to cool off and try to
like people of college' age,
plain than an anti-trust law cov- dance
thank the Lord.
ering the local sitaution would
-OSCAR SATSprohibit operations o the chain
store down town, and conde- —that Dr. Srkes showed excelscendingly "do agree with him lent form as he and the Hon.
Jimmy crossed that last hurdle
about the sleep".
In the first place, I know that hand-in-hand, and he wants to
there are anti-trust laws, and I congratulate the college on havwas not writing to find out. I ing some speeches made and not
understand that anti-trust laws letting D.W. get in a word.
-OSCAR SATSprohibit unfair methods of competition. In the next few lines —that he hasn't seen a copy of
you yourself state, or at least THE BRIGADIER yet, but if it's
infer, that establishment of a anything like Editors Allen and
chain theater means nothing "like Bertram it certainly should be
free- competition".
funny, or is quaint a better word?
-OSCAR SAYSIn the second place, I made
no reference to the quality or __that somebody sent a freshquantity of my sleep.
man after the keys to the small
If a student on the band were parade ground the other day and
to "skin his ignorance" to the that he went to Diamond Bill
degree that someone writing that Folk because he said he thought
kind of letter would, the person- the Diamond had the keys to
nel of the band would suffer in everything else around here.
the public's estimation. Why on
(Continued on page five)
earth did you bring out the fact •that I am on the band, if you
were not dead certain as to what , the care newspapers must exerI had said?
/ cise in details.
Excuse the long letter about a
Yours sincerely,
detail, but everyone knows about
Luther Rhodes
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SPORTS

BOB CHEVES
Sports Editor

WITH

OTIS MORGAN
Asst. Sports Editor

TIGERS LOSE CLOSE Clemson's Undefeated Freshman Team
To Meet Little Hurricane Saturday
GAME TOJENTUCKY
(Continued from page one) »
Game Begins at 3 p. m. in
New Sirrine Stadium in
man executing his duties per- PROF WANTS RULES
Greenville
fectly. From the 20 yard marker, they drove the Kentucky
LESS
COMPLICATED
STATISTICS GIVEN
team to the 46.

»•& <xnci

The Clemson-Kentucky game last Saturday has been
referred to by many sports writers as the finest game witnessed by the populace in and around Lexington in the
past four years. Challenged only by the Georgia Tech
Hardly had the frenzied crowd .,
fracas, this battle was really a thriller, and, we may add, seated themselves when Bailey] Ohio State Physical Ed Di- Clemson's undefeated freshman
rector Is In Favor of Elim- team will play the Furman "frosh
dropped back and threw a beauthe Wildcats should feel very proud over their victory.
TOUGH IiUOK
The breaks of the game went
against the Bengals last week as
fumbles robbed them of several
scoring opportunities.
Statistics
show that the Tigers outgained
their rivals from scrimmage by
17 yaTds; made more first downs,
12 to 10; and earned more yards
passing by a total of 123'to 6 9.
As the old saying goes, though—
What you do in the middle of
the field doesn't count, but putting that ball over the final stripe
does. We are very proud of the
creditable showing the team
made in the blue grass region,
however, and we still contend
that we have one of the best
clubs in the South.
There was considerable comment after the game vregarding
Clemson's punting the ball out of
bounds with only a few seconds
remaining before the game ended. After an investigation, we
find that Net Berry, Tiger signalcaller, was informed prior to the
play that several. minutes were
left in the old ball game. About
25 yards separated them from a
first down, and so Net did exactly what any good quarterback
would have done.
He punted,
hoping for a break.
FROSH TEAM
Our high-flying Rat team plays
its final setto of the year this
Saturday when they meet Furman's Litle Wind in Greenville.
The Baby Cubs have had a
very successful season so far
this fall, winning all four of
their state contests. - No out-ofstate contests were staged this
season.
If the Tiger yearlings
emerge victorious- in this, their
final test, they will become undisputed State Champs.
Plenty of promising material
has been displayed by Coach Bob
Jones' proteges, which points to
a bright outlook for the varsity
next fall.
Banks McFadden, a
rangy end, has been showing up
well from his end post, both on
offense and defense. His passsnagging has been responsible
for much of the Cubs' yardage.
Bru Trexler and Dan CoTeman
have stood out in the Frosh backfield, and both give promise of
being future varsity luminaries.
FURMAN CLASSIC
With the gridiron campaigning
over for the current year, the
Bengals are taking a much needed rest prior to their final home
stand against Furman's highly
touted Purple Hurricaneers. All
indications points to another battle royal between these two traditional rivals when they clash
on Riggs field here Thanksgiving
Day.
The State Championship
, and the Southern conference rating will depend on the outcome
of this battle. We want to congratulate Coach Dizzy McLeod of
>o<
WATCH

the Paladins for the splendid
coaching he has done at the Furman institution. He has really
put out some crackerjack outfits
with the material on hand. Again
this year, he has moulded together a formidable aggregation,
and although we belive the Bengals have the better team, Coach
Neely will be called upon for all
his strategy before the Hurricaneers are conquered. Last year,
a muddy field hurt us; so we are
hoping for a dry one this time.
With a dry field, the Tiger chances will be increased threefold.
Right now, the Bengals are clicking better than they ever have
before, and if they keep up this
coordination there is the possibility of a Furman rout.
WINTER SPORTS
With the reign of ole King
Football drawing to a gradual
close, eyes are being reluctantly
cast toward the winter sports^
basketball and boxing.
Basketball
The Bengal boxers will not begin working out until sometime
after Thanksgiving, but the basketeers, with an early and difficult season confronting them,
have already begun practice.
Some twenty odd candidates answered Coach Davis' call for the
initial session last week. Tom
Brown, Clyde PenningtoR, and
Pete Spearman, stars of last winter's quint, are missing this year,
and Coach Davis will have difficulty finding replacements to fill
their shoes. Bill Rryce, Ed Kitchens, and Bob Cheves, lettermen, have returned, and, with
these as a nucleus, Coach Davis
will attempt to mould a smoothpassing club. The success of the
team will depend a lot on the
development of the sophomores.
Jack Bryce and Wister Jackson
are two of the newcomers who
have been showing up well in
practice, and have an outsi<l3
edge to get the call for the first
string along with the three vets.
Caldwell, Crawford, Miller, Verner, and Heard stand out as
prospective material.
It is expected that quite a few new
members will be recruited from
the football squad at the close
of their season.
Send Your Worn Out Shoes
to

tiful spiral pass to Sanders who
landed, the bali on Kentucky's 5
yard line. tl was then but a
matter of form for "The Ripper" to take the ball across. The
faithful toe of Sam McConnell
erred slightly and just missed
evening Kentucky's seven points,
made by Elmore Simpson.
Although the game went to
Kentucky,, the Clemson team established itself as having the
fighting spirit of the Bengal King
for which they are so justly nicknamed. The game was one of
the outstanding games in the history of Clemson football. Throughout the line and secondary
defense, the entire Tiger eleven
was perpetually clawing at the
Kentucky powerhouse, refusing
to give yardage in the pinches
and bringing down runners with
ferocious tackling.
There
was
no
superiority
shown; the two teams were very
evenly matched. /The statistics:

K
C
12
First downs
10
Yds. from scrimmage
149 132
Passes attempted
13
10
Passes completed
5
3
Yards passing
123
69
1
Passes intercepted
4
3 i 2
Fumbles recovered
Yds. penalty
0
50
The lineups:
Pos.—Clemson
Kentucky
LE—T.McConnell
Ellington
LT—Pennington
Nevers
UG—Payne
Potter
C—Lewis
Meyers
RG—Bryant
■Huddleston
RT—Wyse
Skaggs
RE—S.McConnell
Hagan
QB—Berry
Robinson
LH—Folger
Johnson
RH—Willis
B.Davis
FB—Sanders
Simpson
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High-grade Polish & Laces
Get Your Boots Shmed for
THANKSGIVING
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CRYSTALS FITTED

0
0

Agent for NEW WALTHAM Watches

PAUL FEINSTEIN
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FOOTBALL CONTEST
FORECAST YOUR OWN FOOTRALL RESULTS
The persons whose judgment i
best will be rewarded as follows

— PRIZES —
1st
$10.00 in trade
2nd
5.00 in trade
3rd
2.50 in trade
Also ten free drink tickets

NOTICE— Only one coupon is
permitted to a selector who must b
a student or resident of Clemson.
Each member of a family may, how
ever, also send one coupon eacl
week. You must fill out the scores
for each of the ten games or your
coupon will not be judged. Neatness and legibility will count.

Clemson, South Carolina
>o<

Columbus, O.— (ACP)— Suggesting a moratorium on complicated rules and programs regulating the eligibility of college
athletes, Dr. Gilbert Oberteuffer,
non-coaching professor of physical education at Ohio State university, recommends the system
of governing used by Amherst
College.
"Perhaps we should suspend
all rules and start over," he said.
"Let's find out what college athletics are for really.
For 85
years, more or lesl, we have been
piling rule upon rule without
ever stopping for a careful analysis.
Over Enthusiasm
"All this time some over-enthusiastic coaches and directors
of athletics have been responding
to the victory-hungry public by
going to all lengths to produce
winners.
"It is suggested that the solution of this problem lies in an
examination of fundamental concepts (of amateurism) ^nd in a
return to simplicity of administration."
Commenting in "The Journal
of Higher Education" upon eligibility recommendations recently
mde by the president of the University of North Carolina, he
said they are "so firm, so rigid,
and so reactionary as to stun
those who have been hoping for
some mite of liberalism."
Too Many
Dr. Oberteuffer pointed out
that "one is amazed by the number and complexity" of constitutions of high school athletic
associations and college conferences.

In filling out your scores you may
get a blank at MARTIN'S DRUC
STORE.

AH Work Guaranteed

o

this Saturday at the new Sirrein Stadium in Greenville at
3:00 in what promises to be one
of the best freshman games played in this section this year1.
The little Bengals have been
undefeated in four games for
the season, beating Erskine 61
to 0, the Carolina Biddies 13 td
7, Citadel 27 to 6, and P. C. 33
to 0. This makes a total of 134
points to 13 scored against the
Tiger yearlings.
The Furman
little Hurricanes have lost only
one game this year, and that to
Carolina by 14 to 0. They have
a big, strong team' which averages" just as much as the Carolina frosh line, which is a little
over 200 pounds.
The star of
the tearn is Hugh Wofford, an
end, from Starr. The Clemson
/Freshman coach, Bob Jones, is
■also a native of Starr and tried
to get Wofford to play at Clemson.
Apparently Wofford had
other ideas, so he will line up on
the Furman side Saturday afternoon.
Although the Little Hurricane
line averages over 200 pounds,
the Clemson line can be expected
to hold its own, as it did against
South Carolina, with such stalwarts as MacFadden, end; Payne
and Segars, tackles; Simmons,
guard; and Rubey, center. Dan
Coleman, high scorer against P.
C, Shad Bryant, and Bru Trexler are up and coming stars in
the backfield. These men, along
with the rest of a squad of fine
players, will try to keep the
Clemson slate against Furman
clean, and make this year's
Freshman team one of the best
Clemson has ever had.

MARTIN'S DRUG STORE

Modern Electric
Shoe Shop

>o<

inating Present Rules

>rv
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Compliments of
0o
0 CLEMSON COLLEGE LAUNDRY

GAMES FOR SATURDAY. NOV. 21
NORTHWESTERN - NOTRE DAME
PRINCETON-DARTMOUTH
PURDUE-INDIANA
YALE-HOWARD
TEMPLE-IOWA
MARQUETTE-DUESQUENE
MANHATTAN-VILLINOVA
WOFFORD-PRESBYTERIAN
ERSKINE-NEWBERRY
FORDHAM-GEORGIA
Your scores must be deposited in
the FOOTBALL CONTEST BOX at
MARTIN'S DRUG STORE not later
than Saturday, Noon, November 21
Winners will be posted each
Tuesday at five o'clock on Soda
Fountain Mirror.
The decision of 'the judges shall
be final.

Soda Fountain Specials
Pineapple Sundae with Whipped Cream
Large Toasted
Chocolate Nut Sundae with Whipped Cream
Sandwiches, 10 cents
Giant Ice Cream Sodas with Whipped Cream Cakes, Crackers
Brick Ice Cream—Pints 15 cents
Cookies
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37 Taps Beauties
Are Named Today

Oscar Says
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Press Convention .
Meets at Citadel

CRAWFORDS DRY CLEANERS |

(Continued from page four)
(Continued from page one)
that Robert Carter looked
students in the competition and mighty fine down at church, of quet Saturday night brought tha
over 750 votes were cast in the all places, Sunday with all those 193& Convention of the Associastripes on one arm and all that tion to a close, after a very sucten hour voting period.
other.
cessful meeting.
Jointly enterProf. John Lane of the English date on theOSOAR
SAYS
tained by the College of Charlesfaculty acted as mediator in the
election and checked the results. _Tthat he likes that freshman ton and The Citadel, the forty
Regarding the selection of beau- who said U> Farmer the other delegates enjoyed two days 'of
ties arrayed before the voters the day, "I asked you first" when the sight-seeing, banquets, and dancprofe'ssor said, "I'm glad I don t biggie demanded to know his ing. Features of the entertain'
have to vote. They're all lovely. ' name.
ment were, a boat trip in the
OSCAR SAYS
Charleston Harbor,, witnessing' o*
Honest Election
that internal strife has rocked military maneuvers at The CitaThe pictures were displayed
with no other means of identifi- the Horse's Neck Club since del, and the formal banquet at
cation than a number, attached White and Buckner reached a the Fort Sumter Hotel. t
to each photograph and the num- climax and Buckner refused to
During a business session held
bers were changed at frequent let the little colonel' inspect his early in the convention, it was
intervals throughout the day m company without his permission. decided'to give "press ' cards" to
each publication represented in
order to assure a fair election.
OSCAR 6AYS
Great care was exercised in tao- -.-that; he understands that the the Association, giving certain
ulating the votes, Professor Lane people of .Union are having a jenefits to editors visiting on
Invitation for
actively supervising the^ opera- hard time deciding who they other campuses.
tions.
Public announcement of love most, President Roosevelt the 19 3? Convention was extendthe results was made last! night or tlleir favorite son Joe Berry, ed by the Periscope of Coker Colas the final checking of the votes and that he doesn't know what lege at Hartsville, which was acwas completed.
the store-keepers will do for cepted by the Association.
Representing The Tiger at the
decoration after Joe graduates^,
Charleston
meeting were H. S.
Randolph Hinson, '34, is teachAshmore, H. T. Malone and J.
ing and coaching' football at AnC. Wilkinson.
Patronize TIGER Advertisers
gelus, South Carolina.
Continued from page one)
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Juniors & Seniors, Look Your Best
for THANKSGIVING
Buy on Your January ROTC Check.
CLOTHES -o- SHOES -o- HATS -o- SHIRTS
and JEWELRY

HQKE

SLOAN

Has what you Want in FINE MEN'S WEAR!
Tuxedo Equipment of the Better Class. ,

IL:

You know that a cigarette
can be mild; that is, when you smoke it
it's not harsh or irritating.
You know that a cigarette can
have a pleasing taste and aroma.
When you smoke a cigarette and find
that it has the right combination of mildness, good taste, and aroma, it just seems
to satisfy you... gives you what you want.

/ smoke Chesterfield all
the time, and they give
me no end of pleasure.

\
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